2005 gmc van

By: Author Gemma. Time for a van update! Published October This post includes affiliate links.
If you make a purchase through one of these links, I may receive a percentage of the sale at no
extra cost to you. For reference, we have a GMC Savana We believe it is the most basic model of
its kind since the windows are manual and there is no air conditioning. Besides not having the
latter we now live in a very hot area of Canada and air con would be wonderful to have , we are
still very happy with our choice of vehicle. In terms of choice of van style, the Savana is still a
winner for our lifestyle. For example, we love being able to fit into regular parking spaces and
not having to pay extra length surcharges on ferries. Travelling with two kayaks and a canoe on
the top of our roof, we prioritised being able to get our boats down easily. If we had a higher
vehicle such as a Sprinter , that would require a lot more effort. The other factor is overall height
â€” the kayaks on top already make us tall enough! The first four updates chronicle the original
purchase, our first basic conversion and then our drive across Canada in winter. Updates 5 and
6 detail the final conversion. Our new van! Update 1. Building a temporary bed: Update 2.
Adding insulation: Update 3. Crossing Canada in Winter: Update 4. Starting the real conversion:
Update 5. An almost finished van: Update 6. Final conversion tour with cost breakdown. If you
enjoy this post or find it helpful, watch this space for more van content in the near future!
Luckily, there are many! We agonised over the layout of the van for some time before even
starting our conversion. To this day, I am so pleased with the interior look of our van. It is
surprisingly light, bright and clean looking, but still with a cosy feel. It came out a lot better than
I ever imagined. This was especially a concern for us since our Savana van does not have any
windows in the back. The cushion covers, with a world map print, are definitely one of my
favourite features of our Savana van conversion. It was something of a last minute decision and
really worked out! Our kitchen corner is the closest thing to a centerpiece in our van. We also
use it as a seat, when the side door is open or closed. Being able to cook inside the van is a
revelation and enables us to be much more autonomous. It also makes things so much easier
on rainy and windy days. Not only is it versatile, but the countertop is pretty attractive too. In
hindsight, we should have used epoxy on it first and this would have helped to protect the
wood. This van was designed with storage in mind. JR and I like to backpack, day hike, climb,
paddle, and snowboard so we have a huge amount of gear in addition to clothing, cooking
equipment and other personal items. We also have a full sized banjo, ukulele and violin. On the
latter point, I love having just one area for our outdoor gear backpacks, tent, sleeping mats,
camp chairs, snowboards, fishing equipment and more. Not only does this help keep the rest of
the van cleaner and tidier but it means we can find what we need a lot easier too! After a
backcountry trip, it is SO satisfying to open the back doors of the van and put everything back
in its place. We can then enter the main part of the van without gear all over the place. He put so
much time and effort into building this feature and it really paid off. The ceiling has two levels of
wooden slats, with the narrower and thinner part simply resting on top of the wider slats. It
looks almost as good as when JR finished it back in This means they can be wiped clean easily
if needed. We LOVE having a built-in solar system. Primarily used to power our small
electronics phones, Kindle etc and string LED lighting, having a solar system has really
upgraded our van lifestyle. We also charge our laptops occasionally and previously ran a fridge
on it. Our system uses two 75 Watt solar panels and a deep cycle marine battery. With the
panels being so visible, we get asked about our solar system A LOT. Lower than that and
condensation is a bigger issue. This is one of the reasons we avoid camping in low
temperatures fine with me! The black curtain hung up behind the front seats helps to prevent
cold temperatures coming directly to the back of the van. It probably increases the temperature
by 1 degree Celsius. So easy to clean, the lino flooring of our van is a definite win. We got lucky
and found an Lino offcut at a carpet store which fitted perfectly so it was also pretty cheap. Now
for some vanlife reality â€” our van conversion was definitely not perfect. In addition, some
aspects to our original van design are still a work in progress. To cut a long story short, we
have recently removed the fridge from our van. For us, it had two major issues:. To expand on
the latter, the fridge struggled to cool anything down. We had enough solar power to run it for
days continuously but it could never achieve the optimum temperature. Not only was the noise
annoying but it just felt like such a waste of power and space. When the solar power would run
out, the resulting temperature was ideal for mold growth. Instead, JR plans to build his own
custom cool box to make better use of the space. Though we have not spent a winter in our van,
we have experienced some pretty cold temperatures. To help, we bought a propane Mr Heater.
After using it for a short time in the evening, we would both wake up with foggy heads and
extremely dry eyes. I figure it was oxygen depletion due to lack of ventilation, see below , but
honestly we did not even bother to look into it and stopped using the heater after a couple of
tries. JR has seen similar systems work in other conversions of similar size with a lot of
efficiency. At the time of writing, our van does not have any built-in ventilation. We have a plan

to add a vent in the side door but have not followed through yet. So far, it has not been a major
issue for us with the exception of a hot week or two every summer. Living in Canada and
spending so much time in the mountains means that temperatures are generally cooler. In , we
bought a 12V USB air fan. It came with a clip on base that we use to attach it to the shelf above
our bed. This helps immensely during warmer nights. It is surprisingly quiet as well! We run this
fan on an external battery from our portable SunJack solar charger, similar here. As a side note,
I wanted to add that we always open the door at least partially when cooking in the van. As
mentioned above, we used extruded foam and spray foam for insulation. Under the bed, JR
decided to leave the van ribs metal frame exposed. This turned out to be a mistake. After two
years, we noticed some rot on some of the items left near the metal ribs. Consequently, JR will
be buying more spray foam and fixing this issue soon. Besides this, we also wish there was a
little more insulation underneath the Lino flooring. The Lino itself can be quite cold to the touch
during the cooler months. Of course, another way to solve this is to use a rug when needed. We
use a 5lb propane tank for cooking and store it securely as in, it has no way to move underneath
our kitchen counter. Something else that needs a permanent storage solution is our 10 liter
water container. At the moment, it just moves around the living space as needed. As with many
van conversions, ours remains a work in progress. Keep your eyes peeled for another future
van conversion update! Hey there! We are Jean Robert and Gemma, a British-Canadian couple
who love to explore beyond the beaten path by foot, road and paddle. We love sharing these
experiences to inspire and help others to do the same. Come join us on our adventures! This
site features affiliate links for products and services. This means that we may receive a small
percentage sales made through these links at no extra cost to you. What to expect - contents.
Sunny van evenings in the Canadian Rockies. Stopping for a picnic outside Waterton National
Park, Alberta. Interior views, August Back view, spring â€” we keep backpacking items in the
large drawer and oversized items paddles, fishing gear, snowboards to the left. Interior view,
spring table is usually put away by default. Oceanside camping on Vancouver Island, BC.
Camping in the Canadian Rockies. Sweet back door views near Golden, BC. Snowshoeing A
Beginner's Guide. Click here to cancel reply. Welcome to Off Track Travel! Recent posts. Tips to
grow your RV rental business. Tricks to find the perfect rig. In-person support no matter where
the road takes you. Member since Your safety and health is key. This host has committed to a
thorough cleaning regimen informed by CDC guidelines. February 5. Entire process was as
smooth as can be! Simple, reliable, not too "hungry" for gas - enjoy all the advantages during
your trip, whether it's a weekend getaway or a long trip! Though our van is not crispy new, you'll
find it cozy and convenient to drive, with all the bells and whistles, perfect for the true camping
experiences and exploring places! Is one of these a deal breaker? Message the owner to
confirm. Check this add-on if you're flying in, and make your trip more comfortable! All pets are
welcome! Enjoy your trip, and we'll take care about everything else:. January 5. We took this
van on an 8 day adventure up the coast of California and it was home away from home. Maria is
an excellent host. She clearly communicated everything before and during our trip and was a
huge help when we had questions. It was clean and cozy overall. From the pick up, to the
driving experience, to communication Very simple van, no frills, but everything you need for a
van adventure! December 5. This van was perfect for our road trip from San Diego to San
Antonio! It was the perfect size and super comfortable for my boyfriend and I and our large dog.
The bed was easy to set up and very comfy! The van was dropped off clean and ready to go.
Also gets great gas mileage! Maria was awesome and was available to answer any questions we
had. November 5. Maria was very flexible with me and a last minute booking. Meeting and
handoff was easy. The van is fantastic! Very simplistic with only what you need - cooking tools,
burner, solar charger! The van also runs great. I took it to Joshua tree with no problems. I had
such a great time! November 4. It was very nice getting outdoors. The little bags of coffee, teas
and creamers was very nice. We never used solar-charger or any other items. We thought the
only thing missing was a tempur mattress, my husband and I both need a good mattress to
sleep on. The unlimited miles was a plus also, even though we did not drive too far from are
starting point. This is our only concern regarding renting again. Thank you all for making it so
much easier to rent. Rent an RV near state or national park Get out in to the grand outdoors. RV
tips and tricks Tips to grow your RV rental business. RV rentals near me Find your prefect
getway rig. Help How it works Rent from a pro and travel like one too. Roadside assistance
In-person support no matter where the road takes you. Help center All of your best questions,
answered. Live chat. List your RV. Check availability. Explore the vehicle. Explore this vehicle
Save Click to save Share. Meet your host, Maria Member since Ask Maria a question. Enhanced
clean Outdoorsy guidelines. Learn how this vehicle is cleaned. Ken S. View all 12 reviews.
Sleeps 2 guests. Seats 4 seatbelts. Air Conditioner. Audio Inputs. CD Player. Ceiling Fan. Dining
Table. Power the RV batteries and charge your devices. Cook your favorite meals on this

compact propane fueled stove. Tow Hitch. Unavailable Is one of these a deal breaker? ADA
Accessible. Backup Camera. Bike Rack. Extra Storage. Inside Shower. Kitchen Sink. Leveling
Jacks. Rinse with fresh water outside of the RV. Show unavailable amenities. Owner rules and
policies. Owner rules Pet friendly. Music festival friendly. Tailgating friendly. No smoking.
Policies Cancellation policy flexible. RV Travel Tips. Every new RVers biggest concern? How to
dump RV waste. We have Outdoorsy community member, Mike Jackson, to talk you through it.
This rental has a 2 night minimum. February Breezy Explorer - Unlimited miles. Reviews 5.
Jessica P. Jessica R. Lauren B. Laura C. Cheryl W. The unlimited miles was a plus also, even
though we did not drive too far from are starting point This is our only concern regarding
renting again. Budget Friendly Click to save. Family Friendly Click to save. Good for couples
Click to save. Rent a similar model RV. Camper Van rental by location California Camper Van
rental 4. United States English. Terms Privacy Sitemap. Support How it works Help center
Contact us support outdoorsy. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. High-Top Raised Roof! Visit
WWW. Did you know that we deliver? These are only some of the ways Paul Sherry goes above
and beyond! There are no features available. Gross vehicle weight: 8; lbs. Overall Length:
Includes external engine cooler. Rear wheel drive Battery; heavy-duty; cold-cranking amps;
includes rundown protection and retained accessory power Alternator; amps GVWR; lbs.
Suspension; rear; hypoid drive axle; with multi-leaf springs Wheels; Gray painted; includes
chrome center caps and steel spare Steering; power Fuel capacity; approximate; 31 gallon
Exhaust; aluminized stainless-steel muffler and tailpipe Incomplete vehicle certification Paint;
solid Body; standard Upfitter Package Requires an Upfitter Order Type. The Upfitter package is
available for ordering through authorized C. Trim; rear body-colored halo replaces standard
black panel - the panel is located above rear tail lamps. These two colors will receive a Black
halo. Bumpers; front and rear; chrome; includes step-pad Grille; chrome; with dual composite
halogen headlamps Lamp; underhood; at rear of engine compartment Mirrors; outside rearview;
manual folding; power adjust; heated; Black Glass; Solar-Ray deep tinted all windows except
light tinted glass on windshield; driver and front passenger Requires A19 Glass; rear side door
and rear door window; swing-out or A18 Glass; rear cargo door windows; swing-out. Glass; rear
cargo door windows; swing-out Requires A19 Glass; rear side door and rear door window;
swing-out when ordered with ZW3 Glass; rear doors and side cargo doors or ZW6 Glass; full
body window package; fixed. Glass; rear side door and rear door window; swing-out Requires
A18 Glass; rear cargo door windows; swing-out and ZW3 Glass; rear doors and side cargo
doors; or ZW6 Glass; full body window package; fixed. Glass; rear doors and side cargo doors
May upgrade fixed glass to swing-out glass; see A18 Glass; rear cargo door windows;
swing-out. Upgrade requires requires A19 Glass; rear side door and rear door window;
swing-out. Recent Vehicles. Finance Disclaimer: Guaranteed fina
2007 saab 9 3 interior
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ncing based on lender criteria, down payment requirements, and credit approval. Not all
applicants will qualify. See dealer for details. Vehicle Rating Body dents, dings, rust, rot,
damage 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst Engine running condition, burns oil, knocking 10 - best
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst Glass chips, scratches, cracks, pitted 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst
Exhaust rusted, leaking, noisy 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst. Vehicle History Was it ever a
lease or rental return? Yes No Is the odometer operational and accurate? Yes No Detailed
service records available? Yes No. Title History Is there a lienholder? Who holds this title?
Vehicle Assessment. Does all equipment and accessories work correctly? Did you buy the
vehicle new? Has the vehicle ever been in any accidents? Cost of repairs? Is there existing
damage on the vehicle? Has the vehicle ever had paint work performed? Is the title designated
'Salvage' or 'Reconstructed'? Any other? Message :. Email Phone.

